
1. Simply mix both your colour and developer
together in your bowl with your whisk. Place
the towel around your neck, tucking it into

your shirt to prevent stains.
 

2. Section your hair down the middle and then
ear to ear.

 
3. Start from the your part line, taking 1-2cm
gaps in between each new section, working

horizontally down the head.
 

4. Apply a liberal amount of colour to
completely saturate the roots.

 
5. Once colour is completely applied leave it
to develop for 35 minutes, or 45 minutes for

coarse and resistant hair.
 

6. Once your time is up shampoo and
condition your hair, then finish off with a blow

dry to see your fresh colour result.
 

HOME HAIR COLOUR KIT
GREY COVERAGE



1. Simply mix both your colour and developer
together in your bowl with your whisk and

place the towel around your neck, tucking it
into your shirt to prevent stains.

 
2. Section your hair down the middle and then

ear to ear.
 

3. Start from the top of your part line, taking 1-
2cm sections working horizontally down the

head. Paint the colour down towards your
ends

 
4. Apply an even amount of colour to

completely saturate the hair roots to ends. 
 

5. Brush through for even distribution and
leave to develop for 15 minutes.

 
6. Once your time is up shampoo and

condition your hair, then finish off with a blow
dry to see your fresh colour result.

 
 

HOME HAIR COLOUR KIT 
CLEAR GLOSS / TONER REFRESH



1. Simply mix both your root colour and developer together
in your bowl with your whisk. Place the towel around your

neck, tucking it into your shirt to prevent stains.
 

2. Section your hair down the middle and then ear to ear.
 

3. Start from the your part line, taking 1-2cm gaps in
between each new section, working horizontally down the

head.
 

4. Apply a liberal amount of colour to completely saturate
the roots.

 
5. Once colour is completely applied leave it to develop for
20 mins, whilst you rinse your bowl, tint brush and whisk. 

 
6. Mix both your ends colour and developer together in

your bowl with your whisk.
 

7. Apply an even amount of colour, starting from the edge
of your roots colour to completely saturate ends.

 
8. Brush through for an even distribution and leave it to

develop for a further15 minutes.
 

9. Once your time is up shampoo and condition your hair,
then finish off with a blow dry to see your fresh colour

result.

HOME HAIR COLOUR KIT 
GREY COVERAGE & GLOSS



1. Start with your roots first. Simply mix both your roots
colour and developer together in your bowl with your

whisk and place the towel around your neck, tucking it
into your shirt to prevent stains.

 
2. Section your hair down the middle and then ear to ear.

 
3. Start from the top of your part line, taking the colour

just past your regrowth line.
 

4. Apply an even amount of colour to completely saturate
your root and cover the top of the old foils.

 
5. Once colour is completely applied lightly brush through

to blend and leave it to develop for 10 minutes.
 

6. Rinse your bowl, tint brush and whisk ready for your
ends colour. Mix both your ends colour and developer

together in your bowl with your whisk.
 

7. Apply an even amount of colour, starting from the edge
of your roots colour to completely saturate ends. Brush

through for an even distribution and leave it to develop for
15 minutes.

 
6. Once your time is up shampoo and condition your hair,

then finish off with a blow dry to see your fresh colour
result.

HOME HAIR COLOUR KIT 
ROOT SHADOW AND GLOSS


